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Abstract
This article deals with the application of the concept of negative concord (Giannakidou, Horrocks, Denizot, Willmot), which is not reflected in standard reference books on Ancient Greek (including the most recent books by Basile and Crespo) and is not used in Czech Hellenistic circles. Taking into account the well-known rule of the accumulation of negatives of the same kind (οὐ ... οὐδείς, οὐδείς ... οὐ), the author offers support for certain surprising yet convincing findings by Denizot concerning the sequence of οὐδείς ... οὐ and argues that Ancient Greek is a non-strict negative concord language.
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1. Introduction

All Czech classical philologists are familiar with the chapter in Niederle’s Mluvnice řeckého jazyka (Greek Language Grammar, 1974: p. 274), dealing with the so-called accumulation of negatives, entailing two basic rules, namely, that “negatives are rendered invalid when the last one is simple,” and “negatives are reinforced when the last one is compound”.1 However, not much attention has been paid to the extent to which these definitions which are given in practically all Greek grammars are actually valid. The question is whether this ‘peculiarity’ is only found in Greek or whether it also holds true for other languages. The aim of this article, therefore, is to examine the two above-mentioned rules in the light of current linguistic concepts of negation, and to contribute to what is

---

* This study was written within the Programme for the Development of Fields of Study at Charles University, No. P10, Linguistics, sub-programme Comparative Linguistics. My grateful thanks to anonymous reviewers who saved me from myself on numerous occasions and offered valuable suggestions for improvement of this article.

1 Similar treatment can be found in Bornemann & Risch (1978: pp. 260–261) and other school grammars.
known about the character of Ancient Greek negation, a subject on which scholars have so far failed to reach accord.

Ancient Greek has two complementary negators: οὐ (with variants οὐχί and οὐχ), and μή, the former of which is mainly used in assertive statements (‘objective/epistemic negation’), and the latter in orders and wishes (‘subjective/deontic negation’). This distribution reflects the Proto-Indo-European dichotomy which also applies in Latin (non vs ne). The distributional difference between οὐ and μή also holds true for their compounds, negative pronouns, adverbs and conjunctions, such as οὐδείς/μηδείς ‘nobody’, ‘none’; οὐδέν/μηδέν ‘nothing’; οὐδαμοῦ/μηδαμοῦ ‘nowhere’; οὔτε/μήτε ‘and not’; οὐδὲ/μήδε ‘and not, not even’, etc. This type of dichotomy occurs only rarely in any of the known modern European languages: it does, for instance, in the Modern Greek contrast of δε(ν) vs μη(ν).

The two Ancient Greek negators (οὐ and μή), which function as markers of sentence negation, are usually positioned before the verb, as separate words, e.g. οὐ στέργει, ‘doesn’t love’, μή στέργε ‘don’t love’ (imperative). In modern European languages, sentence negation is expressed by various means: by the use of a specific word, such as nicht, which – unlike in Ancient Greek – is placed postverbally (in German: er arbeitet nicht); by the use of an auxiliary verb, such as does not/do not (in English: he does not work); by means of a bipartite negator, such as ne ... pas, whose the first and the second part are in preverbal and postverbal position, respectively (in standard French: il ne travaille pas); or by the use of the morpheme ne-, usually functioning as a bound morpheme, chiefly as a verbal prefix (in Czech: nepracuje).

Unlike in some other languages, in Ancient Greek a single sentence may contain two or more negative morphemes (cf. also Muchnová 2014). This comprises the cases of:
(a) co-occurrence of negators of different kinds, i.e. association of οὐ + μή and μή + οὐ;
(b) co-occurrence of identical-kind negators, either ‘objective’ (οὐ ~ οὐδείς ‘no one’; οὐ ~ οὐδέν ‘nothing’; οὐ ~ οὐδαμῶς ‘in no way’; οὐ ~ οὐδαμοῦ ‘nowhere’, etc.), or ‘subjective’ (μή ~ μηδείς, μηδέν, μηδαμοῦ, μηδαμῶς, etc.).

In authoritative Ancient Greek grammars, both instances are treated either together, under the heading of Häufung der Negationen (Kühner & Gerth 1904: pp. 203–223, esp. 204–205; Schwyzer & Debrunner 1966: pp. 597–598), négations combinées (Humbert 1972: pp. 363–367), or separately (Smyth 1984: pp. 622–628 and 628–629). Smyth reserves the term accumulation of negatives exclusively for the second phenomenon. The
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2 For more detailed description of the differences of use of οὐ and μή, see e.g. Willmott 2013.
3 Modern Greek δε(ν) < Ancient Greek οὐδέν, while Modern Greek μη(ν) [mi] < Ancient Greek μή.
4 The negator, though, may also be positioned elsewhere in a sentence, notably so in poetry, even at the very end of a sentence, for instance as a marker of emphasis or contrast, in which case however it is accented: Soph. Ant. 255 ὁ μὲν γὰρ ἤφαινεντο, τομῆρεσις μὲν οὐ – the dead man was hidden from us – but not buried.
present article will focus on the co-occurrence of a negator and a negative pronoun or adverb (or some other compound negative) of the same kind (cf. (b) above), with the morpheme οὐ:

/1/ Xen. Anab. 4.4.8. οὐ γὰρ ἑώρων πολέμιον οὐδένα... ~ for there was no enemy within sight.

2. Negative concord, n-words, and NPIs

The co-occurrence of a negator and another negative word is typical for negative concord languages including notably Czech and other Slavonic languages. Negative concord has been defined by Horrocks (2014: p. 48) as “the use of more than one negative item in a construction that carries only a single negative reading.” Similarly Willmott (2013: p. 329) notes that “negative concord may be briefly described as follows: in sentences with two (or more) apparently negative elements (normally a negator and one or more so-called n-words), they do not ‘cancel out’ the negative meaning (as they do in English), but rather, the sentence has a negative meaning.” Applying this definition to Czech, we can say that in the case of “global” negation, a single sentence can contain, apart from a negator (sentential negation), also one or more so-called n-words (negative words), but as a whole the sentence retains its negative meaning:

/2/ Nikdo nikdy nepřišel.
.n-word n-word NEG verb
Nobody ever came.

Here, the Czech sentence contains three negative elements (two n-words, plus the negator ne-), and the presence of the negator is obligatory (one cannot say nikdo přišel). This leads to an intuitive impression of a ‘concord’ between n-words and negator (within the negative statement), where the n-words do not assign their own negative meaning to the sentence. Logically, indeed, two negations would be supposed to produce affirmation.

The term n-words denotes a negated form of indefinite pronouns, adjectives and adverbs (Cz. něco ‘something’ ~ Cz. nic ‘nothing’), though their nature continues to be subject to scholarly debate. According to Denizot (2012: p. 65, n. 3), n-words in Ancient Greek

---

5 The translations are mostly borrowed from Loeb edition, with slight modifications, if needed.
6 The comparison with Czech is intentional because both languages, Czech and Ancient Greek, are negative concord languages.
7 Mluvnice češtiny III (1987: p. 264) stipulates that “global” negation “is expressed by sentences with a sentence negation and a so-called negative concord in which the negative form is assigned also to pronominal, adverbial and adjectival full-scale quantifiers, i.e. expressions with a universal quantifier (e.g. všude > nikde [’everywhere’ > ’nowhere’, DM]), as well as indefinite identifiers, i.e. expressions with a partial (existential, DM) quantifier (e.g. některý/někdo > nikdo [’somebody’ > ’nobody’, DM]).” Cf. also Kosta (2001: p. 121). The authoritative Czech monographs on negation (Hajičová 1975, and Dočekal 2015) do not deal with negation from a typological perspective.
can be interpreted as negative quantifiers; according to Willmott (2013: p. 329), n-words in Ancient Greek “appear to be inherently negative, being made up of the negator in compound with another element”; according to Horrocks (2014: p. 80), negative indefinites such as οὐδείς, οὐδέν behave as negative quantifiers when they precede the verb; when they follow the verb with οὐ, they behave as so-called NPIs. On the whole, however, it becomes evident that the nature of n-words varies from language to language. Arguments have recently multiplied against their (inherently) negative nature in languages where one might be intuitively tempted to agree with it (cf. Cz. nikdo ‘nobody’; Cz. nic ‘nothing’). Nevertheless, as this problem is of no crucial relevance to the topic of the present article, this issue will be disregarded here.

Unlike Czech, standard English does not permit the parallel use of negator and negative pronoun in a single sentence when the whole sentence is supposed to express a negative meaning: thus one cannot say *“I didn’t say it to nobody.” A sentence like “I didn’t say it to nobody” can only have a positive reading, that is, it is a sentence with double negation, meaning “I said it to somebody.” The corresponding negative sentence would then be “I didn’t say it to anybody”, that is, it would include an indefinite pronoun or, more precisely, a so-called NPI. Languages without negative concord like English use in negative contexts (in combination with a negative operator) so-called negative polarity items (NPIs, e.g. ‘anybody’), and in positive contexts (affirmative sentences), so-called PPIs (positive polarity items, e.g. ‘someone’), as in “I said it to someone.”

Negative contexts are considered as anti-veridical, as opposed to positive statements which are veridical. Beyond that, there also exist various affective contexts, such as questions, modal expressions, imperative and conditional clauses and the like, which in their turn are non-veridical; their semantic function does not secure the veracity of a statement. These so-called APIs (affective polarity items) make possible the choice between PPIs and NPIs.

3. Niederle’s definitions

Ancient Greek – like Czech – allows two and more negative items of the same kind (οὐ

---

8 Cf. e.g. Dočekal (2007), Giannakidou (2006), Horrocks (2014, with a fine analyse of the functioning Greek negative indefinites), all of whom dispute the inherently negative character of n-words.

9 In earlier scholarly literature and in non-specialized circles, this term is occasionally used to denote a case of what is today known as negative concord. The present-day term double negation relates to the semantic-logic language level: two or more negative expressions in a sentence eliminate each other, making such a sentence equivalent to an affirmative sentence as regards truth conditions (albeit not so as regards its pragmatic context) (cf. Willis et al. 2013: p. 30).

10 Cf. e.g. Dočekal (2007: p. 5).

11 E.g. “If someone says/If anyone says...”

or μή series; negator and n-word) in a same clause; this phenomenon is referred to in grammar textbooks as a case of accumulation of negatives (Niederle et al. 1974: p. 274):

(a) if the last negation in a clause is a compound negation, such as οὐδέν, μηδέν ‘nothing’, the negations reinforce each other, i.e. the meaning of the sentence as a whole is negative, as in the following cases:

/3/ Soph. Ant. 96–97 πείσομαι γὰρ οὐ τοσοῦτον οὐδέν ~ for I will not suffer anything so terrible
/4/ Dem. 5.15 μη θορυβήσῃ μηδείς ~ Let nobody vociferate!

Using modern terminology, this rule would read: if in the same clause a negator precedes an n-word, the resulting interpretation is negative. This phenomenon is known as negative concord: the sentence is interpreted as having only one semantico-logical negation (similarly as in /2/ in Czech).

(b) if the last negation in a clause is simple negation, i.e. οὐ, μή, the negations are cancelled; this results in an affirmative reading of the whole sentence, as in:

/5/ Xen. Symp. 1.9.4. οὐδείς οὐκ ἔπασχε τι ~ there was not one of the onlookers who did not feel ... → each onlooker did feel something...

Using modern terminology, this rule would read: if in one sentence an n-word precedes a negator, the result is double negation, and the resulting reading is more or less affirmative. In such cases, two (or more) negations are neutralised (Denizot 2012: p. 65).

The rules concerning accumulation of negatives of the same kind can be resumed in two following formulas:

negator + n-word → negative concord (negative meaning)
n-word + negator → double negation (affirmative meaning)

In practice, not only good grammar textbooks (Rijksbaron et al. 2000: p. 154), but even prestigious scholarly compendiums, including recent ones, such as Crespo et al. (2003: pp. 224–225), and Basile & Radici Colace (2001: pp. 110–112), contain rules formulated in a similar way as those drawn up by Niederle.

The phenomenon may be accounted for by the fact that an anticipated negator has within its scope all of the following n-words which it appears to absorb, the whole pattern then in fact amounting to a single semantic-logical negation. If, however, a negator

13 The same terminology is used by Kühner & Gerth (1904: p. 205): zusammengesetzte and einfache Negation.
14 Cf. section 1.
15 The relevance of negator scope is also duly noted by Horrocks (2014: p. 52).
follows an n-word, then that n-word is not within the scope of the negator\textsuperscript{16} and each of the negations is interpreted separately; this corresponds to the kind of double negation exemplified in \textsuperscript{/5/}.

\textbf{4. Non-strict negative concord languages: Italian, Spanish, and Ancient Greek}

Similar patterns of negation also hold true for Italian and Spanish, the only difference is that it is the position (preverbal or postverbal) of the n-word with respect to the verb, which is relevant.\textsuperscript{17} In both languages, the structure neg + verb + n-word produces negative concord and negative reading of the whole sentence (cf. \textsuperscript{/6/} and \textsuperscript{/7/} below), whereas the sequence of n-word + neg + verb would produce double negation and more or less affirmative reading of the sentence (cf. \textsuperscript{/8/} and \textsuperscript{/9/}).\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{/6/} Gianni \textit{non} ha visto \textit{nessuno}.\textsuperscript{19} \textit{~}Gianni has seen nobody.

\textsuperscript{/7/} \textit{No} vi \textit{nada}.\textsuperscript{20} \textit{~}I saw nothing.

In examples \textsuperscript{/6/} and \textsuperscript{/7/} the negator stands in preverbal position and is obligatory, whereas the n-word is postverbal.

\textsuperscript{/8/} \textit{Nessuno} \textit{non} ha visto Gianni. \textit{~}It’s not the case that nobody saw Gianni. (\textit{→} Somebody saw Gianni.) ??

\textsuperscript{/9/} \textit{Nadie} no \textit{vino} \textit{~}It’s not the case that nobody came (\textit{→} Somebody did come.) ??

In examples \textsuperscript{/8/} and \textsuperscript{/9/} the n-word + negator are placed preverbally; the ‘normal’ reading would suggest a double negation pattern, with an affirmative reading. However, it should be noted that this is a rather non-prototypical construction, which some scholars even consider to be agrammatical. On the other hand, a construction with a preverbal n-word but without negator is much more common. The meaning of such sentence is negative, as the n-word, \textit{nessuno}, takes over the function of the negator:

\textsuperscript{/10/} \textit{Nessuno} ha visto Gianni. \textit{~}Nobody has seen Gianni.

In other words, negative reading precludes the use of the sentence negator when the n-

\textsuperscript{16} Denizot refutes this explanation, cf. (2012: p. 85).
\textsuperscript{17} This description is common in modern languages.
\textsuperscript{18} Cf. Denizot (2012: p. 69), with further references to other literature.
\textsuperscript{19} The Italian examples are taken from Horrocks (2014: p. 49); similar examples are presented by Denizot (2012: p. 68) and others.
\textsuperscript{20} The Spanish examples are inspired by Haspelmath (2013: chap. 115).
word precedes the verb; in contrast, when the n-word occurs in postverbal position, the sentence negator is obligatory.

Linguists\(^{21}\) classify languages like Italian and Spanish into the category of negative-concord languages. Since, however, the concord does not occur without exceptions, these languages are further subcategorized as featuring non-strict negative concord. On the other hand, languages such as Czech, where the presence of the negator is obligatory in all negative contexts, are subcategorized as strict negative concord languages.

A comparison of the two above-mentioned languages with Ancient Greek shows two important points:

(a) Like Italian and Spanish, Ancient Greek standardly uses constructions with n-word in preverbal position, without a negator:

/11/ Xen. Hell. 2.2.15 οὐδεὶς ἔβολετο συμβουλεύειν— no one wanted to make any proposal

Unlike in the two modern languages, the presence of a negator is not obligatory in Ancient Greek when the n-word occurs after the verb:

/12/ Eur. Cycl. 120 ἀκούει δ’ οὐδὲν οὐδεὶς οὐδενὸς.\(^{22}\) ~ No one obeys anyone in any respect.

According to Horrocks (2014: p. 61), the postverbal use of οὐδεὶς (without the negator οὐ) is very rare, and is only found in cases of emphasis, contrast or topicalization, that is, in statements where the word order is not pragmatically neutral. However, the existence of actual instances\(^{23}\) suggests that this pattern is possible, even if required by specific communicative aims, and that Horrocks’ claim\(^{24}\) about the almost obligatory presence of the negative οὐ should be verified. At the same time, the use of an isolated postverbal n-word is more frequent than the use of the sequence of n-word + negator with the double negation reading (cf. section 5.), which Horrocks – with some reservation – takes into account.

(b) In Italian and Spanish, the (non-standard) variant with the order of n-word + neg (cf. /8/ and /9/) could probably be read as double negation (with affirmative meaning). Both scholarly grammars and Horrocks (2014: p. 44) claim that the same holds true for
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\(^{21}\) E.g. Willis et al. (2013: p. 34); Horrocks (2014: p. 52).

\(^{22}\) Example taken over from Denizot (2012: p. 67).

\(^{23}\) Horrocks cites three examples (Thuc. 3.68.2; 1.125.5; and Dem. Epit. 7.4). One may add to these the randomly excerpted cases of Aristot. Eth. Eud.. 1224, and Aeschin. Tim. 95.7–8.

\(^{24}\) Horrocks (2014: p. 44): “When a form of ουδεὶς appears postverbally, οὐ(κ) is all but obligatorily present, at least with finite verb forms.”
Ancient Greek\(^{25}\) (cf. my example /5/ Xen. Symp. 1.9.4. οὐδεὶς οὐκ ἔπασχέ τι ~ Everyone felt something...). However, this alternative was questioned by Denizot (cf. section 5.).

In sum, comparison with Italian and Spanish suggests that Ancient Greek may be regarded as a non-strict negative concord language: apart from the possibility of accumulating a negator and one or more n-words in a single clause, with a negative reading (which is typical of strict negative concord languages), the function of sentence negation can also be assumed by an n-word alone, without a negator, as was shown by examples /11/ and /12/ above. Now it is important to tackle the controversial question of accumulation of negatives in the sequence of n-word + negator.

5. Sequence of n-word + negator

As has been shown, in modern languages a crucial parameter in the interpretation of negation is the position of n-words with respect to the predicate (to the finite verb); some scholars tacite apply this parameter also to Ancient Greek (Horrocks 2014, Giannakidou 2006). In contrast, authoritative grammars as well as some modern studies on Ancient Greek (Willmott 2013, Denizot 2012) focus on the relative ordering of neg + n-word; this approach is typologically rather isolated. In the future it will be inevitable to assess both approaches on the grounds of extensive excerption from Greek authors, before deciding about the scholarly relevance of the positioning of n-words in Ancient Greek with respect to predicate verbs.\(^{26}\)

5.1. Double negation reading

The existence of double negation is asserted with assurance in all Ancient Greek grammars; however, this phenomenon is exemplified by only a handful of examples and the same examples are repeated in all grammars. While notes about the sparse occurrence of the sequence of n-word + negator did occasionally already appear in works by some scholars in the past,\(^{27}\) it was Denizot (2012: p. 73) who made it clear (basing herself on her own excerption of material) that there exist only ten documentable instances of this sequence. Only four of them can potentially be interpreted as double negation:

- Soph. fr. 935.3. (Radt) οὐδέν οὐ διέρχεται
- Dem. 36.46.1. οὐδὲ ... οὐχ ὁρᾷ
- Hdt. 5.56.5 οὐδεὶς ... οὐκ ἀποτίσει
- Xen. Symp. 1.9.4. (cf. ex./5/) οὐδεὶς οὐκ ἔπασχέ τι

\(^{25}\) Horrocks (2014: p. 60, n. 30) characterizes the occurrence of this construction as sporadic.

\(^{26}\) Denizot (2012: pp. 70–71) argues that for Greek, with its relatively free word order, such restrictions (concerning the relative position of the n-word and negator, or the position of negatives with respect to predicate verbs) appear to be at least unusual.

\(^{27}\) E.g. Kühner & Gerth (1904: p. 205, Anm. 1).
When discussing these cases, Denizot observed that the first two are at least questionable.

**Sophocles**

The fragment from Sophocles is quoted in various editions with several *variae lectiones*. The interpretation involving double negation is only mentioned by Kühlner & Gerth (1904: p. 205, Anm. 1, with a note on questionable reading); they adopt the variant γλώσσης κρυφαῖον οὐδὲν οὐ διέρχεται (Soph. fr. 673d) ~ *all that is hidden can be revealed* (lit. *all that is hidden passes through the tongue*). In other text editions, however, οὐδείς οὐ is replaced by οὐδείς οὗ, i.e. a construction with a relative pronoun; consequently, the sentence has only one negation, namely, the n-word:

/13/ (Soph. fr. 935)28

μὴ μοι κρυφαῖον μηδὲν ἐξείπης ἐπος.  
καλήθρων γὰρ οὐδέν ὡδ' ἀν εὐπαγές λάβοις  
γλώσσης, κρυφαῖον οὐδέν οὗ διέρχεται  
do not tell me any secret; you cannot have any tongue bar strong enough through which will pass no secret. (litt.)

The argumentation of Denizot (2012: pp. 73–74) is convincing enough; this case cannot be taken as a valid argument in favour of double negation.

**Demosthenes**

Similarly, the example taken from Demosthenes, where the orator explains why the accused holds no valid claim to Formion’s property, is not entirely unambiguous:

/14/ Dem. 36.46.1 οὐδὲ τὸν Φορμίων’ ἐκεῖνος οὐχ ὁρᾷ. ~ *Nor does he fail to see Phormio’s condition.* (= standard translation)

The example does not contain οὐδείς (...) οὗ, but οὐδὲ ... οὗ. Although οὐδέ (as well as οὔτε) is neither a pronoun nor an adverb, it is usually classified in the category of compound negative29 expressions: οὐδέ < οὐ + particle δὲ, οὔτε < οὐ + particle/conjunction τε. The example taken from Demosthenes has been traditionally30 read as a case of double negation: *Antimachus sees Phormio*, that is: *Phormio’s situation is known to Antimachus*. Denizot (2012: pp. 74–76), however, demonstrates that the corresponding translation ought to be: “Phormion non plus, celui-ci ne le voit pas.” (p. 75), that is: *neither does Antimachus know Phormio’s situation* (i.e. with negative concord). In her interpretation, the particle οὐδέ functions as the focusing negation ‘neither’, rather than as the negative

---

29 E.g. Kühlner & Gerth (1904: pp. 204–205); Humbert (1972: p. 364) defines οὔτε, οὐδέ, οὐδείς as “formes composées”.
conjunction ‘and not’. Her interpretation is plausible; actually, in some manuscripts οὐχ is omitted. Additionally, there is another element in support of Denizot’s argument: the construction οὐδέ ... οὐ is in many other cases interpreted in terms of negative concord (Kühner & Gerth 1904: pp. 204–205, Anm. 1).

**Herodotus**

Another example is taken from Herodotus: it occurs in a couplet in the dactylic hexameter uttered by the apparition in the dream of Hipparchus:

/15/ Hdt. 5.56.5

Τλῆθι λέων ἀτλητα παθὼν τετληότι θυμώ·
οὐδείς ἀνθρώπων ἀδικῶν τίσιν οὐκ ἀποτίσει.

~ “O lion, endure the unendurable with a lion’s heart. No man on earth does wrong without paying the penalty.” (Read: every trespasser will be punished.)

This verse can only be interpreted as an instance of double negation; however, there are certain peculiarities which Denizot (2012: pp. 76–79) convincingly elucidates with references to secondary literature. These mainly concern the ambiguity of prophecies in Herodotus:

(a) The root tla- ‘take’, which occurs three times in the first line, has two meanings: to withstand, and to be accountable. Therefore, the text offers two context-bound readings: either the apparition invites Hipparchus to be brave, in which case Hipparchus is the victim (who will be avenged), or the apparition invites him to assume responsibility for his deeds, in which case he can be punished. According to the interpretation of the verb, the message is either one of encouragement in facing up to fate, or one of warning.

(b) Another ambiguity consists in that it is not evident whether the addressee of the apparition is Hipparchus himself, or whether the statement merely conveys a generally established fact. Hipparchus obviously does not understand this message as a warning and he participates in a procession (during which he perishes). This referential opacity seems to be enhanced by the very use of the construction οὐδείς ... οὐ, whereas the use of the standard construction οὐδείς ὅστις οὐ ~ there is no one who (does) not would point to double negation (positive meaning) in an unambiguous way.

**Xenophon**

Similarly the last example, taken from Xenophon, can be interpreted solely in terms of double negation:

/16/ = /5/ Xen. Symp. 1.9.4. [The eyes of all the onlookers were attracted to Autolycus’ beauty.] ἔπειτα τῶν ὁρώντων οὐδεὶς οὐκ ἐπαυσχέ τι τὴν ψυχήν ύπ᾽ ἑκείνου. ~ there was not one of the onlookers who did not feel his soul strangely stirred by the boy; i.e. everyone felt something.

31 Denizot herself adds two examples from Herodotus (1.84.10 and 4.28.17), cf. examples /21/ and /22/ here.
Denizot (2012: p. 81) points out that “l’indéfini révèle une présupposition positive de l’existence d’un procès”, even though the pronoun co-occurs with negation. Actually, interpretation in terms of double negation implies reversal of polarity; the outcome is an affirmative context in which the indefinite pronoun τι can be used referentially. In contrast, in the construction commonly employed to express double negation, namely, οὐδεὶς (ἔστιν) ὄστις οὐκ ἔπασχε τι (cf. Athenaeus’ quotation32 of this passage from Xenophon), the referential (épistémique) function of τι (= ’something’) cannot be taken for granted, according to Denizot (2012: pp. 80–82).

5.2. Counterexamples

The sequence οὐδεὶς (...) οὐ

As has already been noted above, cases with the sequence of n-word + neg are extremely rare, in all amounting to no more than ten. Apart from four cases involving double negation, of which two were questioned – as indicated above – by Denizot, the remaining cases exclude double negation reading, due to the context.

Of the six cases with the sequence of n-word + negator, four contain the pronoun οὐδεὶς (nom. sg. n. as subject; nom. sg. masc. as subject, and dat. sg. masc. possessor). In three of them, the negative οὐ negate coordinate, asyndetically linked nouns:

/17/ Dem. 21.143.3 γνώθ᾽ ὅτι οὐδὲν οὔτ᾽ ἔστιν οὔτ᾽ ἔσται, οὔ γένος, οὐ πλοῦτος, οὐ δύναμις ὃ τι τοῖς πολλοῖς ὑμῖν, ..., προσήκει φέρειν ~ you may know that there is not, and never will be, anything – not birth, not wealth, not power – that you, the great mass of citizens, ought to tolerate.

/18/ Plut. Tib. 9.6. οὐδενὶ γάρ ἔστιν οὐ βαμὼς πατρώως, οὐκ ἤριον προγονικὸν τῶν τοσοῦτον Ῥωμαίων, ἀλλ᾽ ὑπὲρ ἀλλοτρίας τρυφῆς καὶ πλούτου πολεμοῦσι καὶ ἀποθνῄσκουσι ~ for not a man of them has an hereditary altar, not one of all these many Romans an ancestral tomb, but they fight and die to support others in wealth and luxury.

/19/ Aristoph. Pl. 1114

‘Ὅτι δεινότατα πάντων πραγμάτων εἰσαγαγότα. Αφ᾽ οὗ γὰρ ἠρεῖατ’ ἐξ ἀρχῆς βλέπειν ὁ Πλοῦτος, οὐδεὶς οὐ λιβανωτόν, οὐ πλοῦτος, οὐχ ἱερεῖον, οὐκ ἄλλ᾽ οὐδὲ ἔν ἥμιν ἐτί θύει τοῖς θεοῖς.

32 Athen. Deipnosophistai 5.13.10. τῶν παρόντων οὐδεὶς ἤν οὐκ ἔπασχε τι τὴν ψυχὴν ὑπ᾽ ἐκείνου ~ of those present there was no one who would not have experienced something in their soul under his influence, i.e. everyone had experienced something... Apart from the different ways of expressing double negation, the two texts also differ in the use of participles: Athenaeus has παρόντων, Xenophon ὅρκυντων.
Because you have committed the most dreadful crime. Since Plutus has recovered his sight, there is nothing for us other gods, neither incense, nor laurels, nor cakes, nor victims, nor anything in the world.

In none of these cases does the negative οὐ negate the predicative verb, and consequently, nowhere does it function as sentential negation. It might suggest some sort of constituent negation, as οὐ immediately precedes the constituent it negates: οὐ γένος, οὐ πλούτος, οὐ δύναμις in /17/, οὐ βασιλέα πατρός, οὐκ ήριον προγονικόν in /18/, οὐ λιβανωτόν, οὐ δάφνην, οὐ ψαυτόν, οὐχ ἵερειόν in /19/. However, unlike standard cases of constituent negation implying that an action itself has been accomplished, the Greek examples make it obvious that the actions concerned have not been or will not be accomplished (e.g. in /17/, there will not be wealth). This, though, is not determined by the negator οὐ, but rather by the presence of sentential negation, in this case represented by corresponding forms of the n-word οὐδείς. Consequently, the n-word functions as negation operator (similarly as in the cases where a sentence has no negator, such as /11/), having under its scope the finite verb, whereas οὐ negates asyndetically linked noun phrases, which can be described as local negations. Therefore, the above examples do not involve double negation (affirmative reading).

In the fourth example (cf. /20/), nonetheless, οὐδείς takes the role of subject, and οὐ negates the predicate; consequently, there is a close syntactical relationship between both negatives, like in /15/ and /16/.

/20/ Dem. 57.28.4 καὶ τούτων οὐδείς οὐκ ἀπείπεν πώποτε, οὐκ ἐκώλυσεν, οὐ δίκην ἔλαχεν. ~ and no one of these kinsfolk ever made protest or prevented it or brought suit.

According to the concept of multiple negation presented in Greek grammars, the sequence οὐδείς (...) οὐκ corresponds to double negation pattern; this could imply either that everyone made protest, or rather that someone made protest. However, considering the context, the translation cannot be other than no one made protest, i.e. with negative concord. Denizot (2012: p. 72 and p. 87) points out that negative reading allows the use of πώποτε, that is, an indefinite (not negative) adverb which, set in negative context, assumes the meaning of ‘never’: in modern terminology, it is an NPI (negative polarity item). According to Denizot (2012: n. 16), the negative meaning of the whole sentence is also confirmed by the fact that the verbs have a semantically negative meaning. However, lexically negative items do not make a sentence negative.

The sequence οὐδείς ... οὐ

33 Cf. Štícha et al. (2013: p. 751): Eva dnes nejela do práce autem (Eva did not go to work by car today) implies that Eva went to work.


The last two examples feature the sequence οὐδέ (...) οὐ; the first negative is not a negated indefinite pronoun but a focusing particle. This may account for the absence of double negation.36

/21/ Hdt. 1.84.10 Τῇ οὐδέ Μήλης ... μούνη οὐ περιήνεικε τὸν λέοντα ~ this was the only place where Meles ... had not carried the lion.

/22/ Hdt. 4.28.17 Ἰπποὶ δὲ ἀνεχόμενοι φέρουσι τὸν χειμώνα τοῦτον, ἡμῖνοι δὲ οὐδέ ὅνοι οὐκ ἀνέχονται ἀρχήν. ~ Horses have the endurance to bear the Scythian winter; mules and asses cannot bear it at all.37

5.3. Accumulation of negatives, conclusion

Let’s now recapitulate all cases with the sequence of n-word + negator:

- Grammars usually cite four cases as examples of double negation, though one of them (the fragm. from Sophocles, /13/) should be excluded as spurious because of its varia lectio; another one (Demosthenes, /14/), as Denizot fairly convincingly demonstrated, can be interpreted as an instance of negative concord. This leaves only two cases of double negation, the first of which, from Herodotus (/15/), occurs in a prophecy and involves intentional referential ambiguity; the second one (/16/), from Xenophon, allows the use of an indefinite pronoun with epistemic (referential) value.

- On the other hand, there are six other cases which cannot be interpreted as involving double negation; in three of them (/17/, /18/, /19/) οὐ does not negate the finite verb, but a noun constituent; consequently, both negative items operate on different syntactic levels. In two cases the n-word is not a pronoun but the focusing particle οὐδέ (/21/, /22/); and only a single case features the sequence οὐδείς ... οὐ + verb (/20/).

In my opinion, the scarcity of cases featuring the sequence of n-word + neg rules out the formulation of anything like conclusions. Of course one has to agree with Denizot that the occurrence of two or three cases does not justify the formulation of any rule, let alone its inclusion in school grammar textbooks, all the less so in the presence of counter-examples. Denizot deserves enormous credit for having made this clear and for having analyzed the individual cases in detail. However, I still find it somewhat odd that no commentators or grammarians have yet noticed the peculiarity of this particular construction. For, how could the ancient Greeks read the cases with n-word + negator οὐ as double negation, if, for them, this construction must actually have represented a rather

36 Kühner & Gerth (1904: pp. 204–205, Anm. 1) point to the fact that the sequence οὐδέ (...) οὐ is usually read in terms of negative concord; nonetheless, in the majority of cases they state that the negator οὐ only follows an interposed subordinate clause, most frequently a concessive clause (οὐδέ εἰ ... οὐ).

37 These examples can also include Demosthenes (cf. /14/), if we accept Denizot’s reading in terms of negative concord.
Agrammatical phenomenon? Denizot (2012: pp. 83–86) explains this contradiction by reference to the commonly used Greek construction οὐδεὶς (ἐστιν) ὅστις/ὅς οὐ ~ there is no one who (does) not, where, however, the negatives are distributed in two clauses, with the n-word located in the main clause and the negator in the subordinate (relative) clause. This Greek construction, for which there are parallels in Czech, exemplifies double negation, i.e. its meaning is approximately *everyone (yes)*. On the other hand, there also exist cases where the construction οὐδεὶς ὅστις οὐ is a fixed phrase which does not contain a relative clause but rather functions as a kind of complex indefinite expression and is the actual equivalent of πᾶς (každý). I believe that these fixed phrases may serve as a bridge leading to the explanation of why the n-word + neg construction in a single sentence could perhaps be read in terms of double negation, despite its rare occurrence.

The definition of double negation provided in Greek grammar textbooks is an eloquent example of a case when a vaguely formulated hypothesis (cf. Kühner & Gerth 1904: p. 205) gains convincingness through gradual assimilation until eventually ending up as a standard rule in school textbooks.

The situation in Ancient Greek is similar to that in non-strict negative concord languages (Italian, Spanish), where there is also no unanimity about whether cases with n-word + negated finite verb should be regarded as ungrammatical, or not.

### 6. So-called negative spread

Another distinctive property of Greek negation is the so-called negative spread, a phenomenon defined by Willis et al. (2013: p. 33) as follows:

/23/ John saw n.thing n.where (negative spread)

This is a situation where a sentence contains more than one n-word but no negator. Negative concord thus takes place between n-words, and the resulting reading is negative, which corresponds with the definition of negative concord as presented e.g. by Hor-

---

38 Cf. Kühner & Gerth (1904: p. 206, Anm. 6).
39 It is a sort of a negative cleft construction, cf. Pinkster (2015: p. 342, example 1).
40 Whereas the construction with relative clause there is no one who (does) not, which can be interpreted as an instance of double negation, does exist in Greek, the category of double negation, whether in the form of fixed phrase or in a single clause (n-word + neg), does not.
41 Basile & Radici Colace (2001: p. 111) interprets the example with οὐδενὶ ὅτῳ οὐκ ἀποκαλύπτεις quoted by Denizot (2012: p. 84; Plat. Men. 70c2) as double negation of the same type as in example /15/ here.
42 Penka (2007: p. 269): “A preverbal n-word plus a negative marker is ungrammatical, or at best yields a reading with double negation.” Cf. also Denizot (2012: p. 69, n. 11).
43 Cf. de Swart (2010: p. 46): “The phenomenon whereby the negative concord relation is established exclusively between n-words is called negative spread.”
rocks (cf. section 2) and other scholars whose definitions do not specify whether what is concerned is a negator or an n-word.44 Willis et al. regard languages which can feature negative spread, without a negator, as exceptional, citing West Flemish as an example. The same holds true for Ancient Greek.45

/24/ Dem. 20.23.8–9 οὐδὲν ἔπασχε δεινὸν οὐδείς ~ and none would be hardly treated

/25/ Plat. Phileb. 19.b.7–8 οὐδεὶς εἰς οὐδενὸς οὐδενὸς ἀν ἡμῶν οὐδέποτε γένοιτο ἄξιος. ~ none of us can ever be of any use in anything.

However, according to Willis et al. (2013: p. 33), negative spread can also involve the presence of a negator, in the cases described as co-occurrence of negative spread and negative concord:

/26/ John NEG saw n.thing n.where (negative concord and negative spread)

Languages with a combination of negative concord and negative spread are much more numerous than those with negative spread alone; Willis et al. exemplify this type of language by Lithuanian; nonetheless, as we can see in /27/ and /28/, this phenomenon also occurs in Czech and Ancient Greek:

/27/ Jan nikomu nic nedal. Jan n-word n-word NEG verb

/28/ Dem. 19.81.1–2 οὐ γὰρ ἔγωγ᾽ ἂν ἔδωκ᾽ οὐδενὶ οὐδὲν ~ for I would never pay a man a farthing

Thus, Ancient Greek is a language which features both negative spread alone, and negative spread in combination with a negator,46 where negative spread is a specific type of negative concord, namely, that between two (or more) n-words.47

---

44 Also according to Willis et al. (2013: p. 30), negative concord concerns a situation involving “co-occurrence of two or more items” (underlined by DM) which would be intuitively judged to be negative”.

45 Cf. also example /12/ here.

46 It should be stressed that in Ancient Greek, negative spread in combination with a negator is almost restricted to the neg + n-word + n-word order.

47 Giannakidou (2006: p. 353) also regards negative spread as a specific case of negative concord. However, she only mentions cases where an n-word precedes and another n-word follows the verb; the sentence she quotes does not have a negator, as e.g. the Italian Nessuno ha letto niente. ~ No one has read anything. She does not specify whether the category of negative spread would likewise include cases where both n-words follow the verb, as in my examples /23/ and /12/, or, on the contrary, all n-words precede it, as e.g. in /25/. Negative spread is typical of non-strict negative concord languages.
7. Conclusion

To conclude, characteristic features of negation in Ancient Greek can be summarised as follows:

- the negation operator which usually functions as sentential negation is the negator ὲ;
- in absence of the negator its role is assumed by an n-word (that precedes or follows the verb). In other words, sentence negation is achieved either by the negator, or – in its absence – by an n-word (cf. /11/ and /12/), similarly as in Italian, Spanish, but also in English;
- a sentence may contain more than one n-word, in both preverbal and postverbal positions (cf. /24/ and /25/), i.e. Greek features the phenomenon known as negative spread, which entails negative concord between n-words;
- however, a sentence can contains not only several n-words, but also the negator. In such cases, Ancient Greek allows (albeit rather rarely) the co-occurrence of negative concord and negative spread (cf. /28/);
- relative ordering of neg + n-word must be taken into consideration:
  - the sequence neg + n-word signals negative concord;
  - the sequence n-word + neg, which is very rare, may entail interpretation in terms of both negative concord and double negation. As was shown, there are similarly equivocal cases in Spanish and Italian;
  - given the scarcity of examples, I claim that the sequence n-word + neg could perhaps be perceived – in antiquity – as peculiar agrammatical, and therefore avoided. Similarly, Italian and Spanish speakers do avoid the same construction nowadays.
- Ancient Greek should be regarded as a non-strict negative concord language as well as Italian and Spanish.

It is obvious that Ancient Greek cannot be regarded as either a non-negative concord language, as is stated by Giannakidou, or a strict negative concord language, as is claimed, without detailed discussion, by Denizot. The present analysis shows that Ancient Greek – unlike Modern Greek – is a non-strict negative concord language, even though it may differ in some points from prototypical non-strict negative concord languages. After all, given the continuous, non-discrete nature of linguistic categories, differences between types of negation in individual languages need not always be strictly delineated. On the other hand, it is important to take into consideration the fact that approaches to modern languages applied to Ancient Greek ought to be carefully veri-

48 My analysis of Denizot’s examples has revealed that no more than three relevant examples are available: two with double negation reading and one with negative concord, not counting cases with a complex indefinite.
50 Denizot (2012: p. 68): “... langue à concordance négative généralisée.”
51 Similar views have been submitted by Horrocks (2014) and Willmott (2013).
fied, with thoroughgoing consideration of potential consequences. It should for instance be borne in mind that in contrast to modern linguistic concepts, scholarly grammars of Ancient Greek do not work with negative indefinites but rather with compound negatives, which include οὐδέ and οὔτε, and focus on the relative ordering of simple and compound negatives rather than on the position of n-words with respect to the verbs.
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